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Abstract 
 

The 7
th

 YAK-AEROSIB campaign occurred in summer 2012.  A research aircraft (Tupolev 

134) flew over Siberia during two days following a transect between Novosibirsk and 

Yakutsk. Trace gases (Co2,CO, CH4 and O3), black carbon and aerosols have been measured.  

These measurements allowed highlighting the major contribution of biomass burning on 

polluted stuck air masses   over Siberia due to anticyclone conditions. …….  
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Introduction 
 

The present document will present the YAK AEROSIB aircraft measurement campaign of 

summer 2012 and analyzes its results. Measurements include key greenhouse gases and 

pollutants.  

 

Since the last two centuries and the industrial revolution, ice cores documented an 

enhancement of greenhouse gases (GHG) into the atmosphere well above glacial interglacial 

variability (PETIT ET AL., (1999).   The concentration of CO2, which is the main anthropogenic 

GHG, before industrial period, was about 280 ppm and has increased to 397.5 ppm in January 

2014 (CONWAY AND TANS, 2014), causing together with other GHG climate change.  

Anthropogenic activities have a major part on this raise of GHG. It became a worry for 

scientists and politics which try to monitor and limit this phenomenon, to predict future 

climate change and devise and implement measures to mitigate it. The goal of the Kyoto 

protocol (1996) is to reduce global emission on GHG. 

 

In this context, it has been essential to have a better understanding about the carbon cycle and 

the (positive and negative) feedbacks on the climate. In fact, there are natural and 

anthropogenic sources of carbon (e.g. respectively volcanic activity and oil extraction) and 

also sinks of carbon (like forest, especially in Siberia). Many scientific studies and projects 

have been set up to estimate the global and regional balance of carbon 

 

The continuous measurements of GHG (i.e. CO2, CH4, N2O and others) are essential. Since 

the 50’s, scientific community have recorded the concentration of CO2 which is the most 

important gas emit in the atmosphere.  For LE QUÉRÉ ET AL. (2013), main sources come from 

fossil fuels and cement (8.3 ± 0.4 Pg C.y
-1

) and land-use change (1.0 ± 0.5 Pg C.y
-1

) over 

2002-2011 period. Carbon emissions increased relative to previous periods. Together 

terrestrial biomass and oceans sinks represent about 5.1+-0.6 Pg C.y
-1

. We ignore the capacity 

of these sinks in the future due to their variability. 

 

Methane is a more powerful GHG than CO2 in radiative effect. A global stabilization of CH4 

emissions between 1999 and 2006 (DOUGLAS ET AL., 2009) has been recorded before resuming 

increase. Wetlands represent the major source of methane (including high latitude wetlands in 

Siberia) but there is a large uncertainty in the estimation of CH4 sources. WORTHY ET AL. (2009) 

estimate that anthropogenic emission of CH4 in Siberia decreased by about 13.6Tg over 1988-

2005, period which include the collapse of the Soviet Union. However uncertainties remain 

large, especially in Siberia, and the variation of CH4 flux from wetland on this region is not 

uniform in space and time (SASAKAWA ET AL., 2012). 

 

Chemically reactive species in the atmosphere can be transported over long distances. 

Oxidation of non-methane volatile organic compounds and carbon monoxide lead to ozone 

production. O3 can be lost by deposition on vegetation. Ozone can be present both in the 

stratosphere and in the troposphere. Stratospheric O3 has a positive impact on the Earth, 
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limiting the penetration of UV. tropospheric ozone on the other hand has a negative impact on 

the vegetation and human health.  

 

The emission of CO into atmosphere has a key role because on the one hand, it reacts with 

some gases and thus change the chemistry of atmosphere as we saw above, and on other hand, 

it traces sources of combustion. DELMAS ET AL. (2005) estimate sources of CO about 3300 ± 

1700 Tg CO.y
-1

 and sinks of CO about 2500 ± 750 Tg CO.y
-1

. 

 

 

Over Siberia, trace gases are measured by a few scattered stations at the ground. These 

stations allow continuous measures in time but not spatial. Atmospheric composition satellite 

measurements at high latitudes are still limited.  The TROICA project (BELIKOV ET AL., 2005) 

allows a continuous measurement of trace gases along the Trans-Siberian railroad.  The 

aircraft measurements (realized by YAK-AEROSIB, see PARIS ET AL., 2008) are covering a 

large area but are a few days in the year. One of the interests of this project is to make vertical 

profiles on the troposphere and take account of the atmospheric transport depending of 

meteorological condition. 

 

*** 

 

The YAK-AEROSIB project is a French-Russian project implemented by the LSCE 

(Laboratoire des Sciences du Climat et de l’Environnement) and IAO (Institute of 

Atmospheric Optics of Tomsk). Almost every year since 2006, one or two campaigns 

measuring trace gases are performed by the staff of IAO in Siberia and whenever possible by 

French scuentists from LSCE and LA to collect and analyze data.  

 

The FLEXPART model used in support of the data analysis for the YAK AEROSIB 

campaign helps to understand and to explain the values measured by aircraft. Above all, it 

allows to highlight the transport of pollutants and to have a first estimation of regional 

sources, thanks tracers like CO and inventories of emissions.  

 

The following section presents the campaign, the material used and the meteorological 

conditions. Section 2 will expose the results of measurements while Section 3 will be devoted 

to the interpretation of the results. 
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1. General presentation of AEROSIB campaign 2012 
 

In this section, we present the YAK-AEROSIB campaign which took place on the 31
st
July 

and 1
st
August 2012. Then, we discuss and analyze the data. 

Flight plan 

For this campaign, the aircraft followed a new flight plan but covering the same area as 

previous campaigns. The transect flew from Novosibirsk to Yakutsk (82-130°E and 54-63°N, 

see Fig. 1). This transect enables to measure and to collect data in a supposedly “clean” 

troposphere within a large region (South Siberia and Yakutsk), over diversified landscape and 

other parameters. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 : Transect of aircraft: five flights occurred during the 2012 campaign. Each of them is 
represented by color (see Table 1). Grey line represents the ground track and yellow points the 
biomass burning events (between the 21st July and 1st August 2012) 

Five flights were performed. For each flight two to six vertical profiles (ascending or 

descending) were performed (Table 1).  Altitude varied between the surface and 8.5 km with 

regular plateau at 5km and at maximum of altitude (as shown in Map 1) lasting 15 minutes. 

Flight Date Hours, UTC Hours, LT Nb profiles Itinerary Color 
code 

1 2012-07-31 0257-0421 0957-1121 2 Novosibirsk-Tomsk Black 

2 2012-07-31 0544-0903 1244-1903 4 Tomsk-Mirni Red 

3 2012-08-01 1113-1342 2113-2342 4 Mirni-Yakutsk Blue 

4 2012-08-01 0334-0650 1334-1550 6 Yakutsk-Bratsk Green 

5 2012-08-01 0804-1035 1704 -1735 4 Bratsk-Novosibirsk Magenta 

Table 1 : Flight informations 
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Vertical profiles are referred to as FxPy with x and y corresponding respectively to the 

number of flight and profile (e.g. F2P3 corresponding to the 3
rd

 profile during Flight 2).  

 

Geography of the area 

According to SHVIDENKO ET AL. (2007), the overflown area is mainly dominated by Taiga forest 

and Taiga Mountain. Nevertheless the West-South of the domain is covered by steppe and it 

is a large agricultural region. Deciduous and pine are the main tree species in the south of the 

transect whereas the North is dominated by larch. Spruces are also presents. The area contains 

many rivers, lakes and wetland although their localization and their number are not well 

known (FREY AND SMITH, 2007). Some industrial cities of important size were flown over like 

Novosibirsk (1.5 million inhabitants), Tomsk (over 500 000 inhabitants), Yakutsk (about 300 

000 inhabitants) and Bratsk (250 000 inhabitants). 

 

 
Figure 2: Russia Land Cover (from SHVIDENKO ET AL., 2009).  The red double arrow represents 
awkwardly the transect. 

Platform and Instrumentation 

The  research aircraft used was a Tupolev 134 which has a cruising speed about 850 km.h
-1

 

and cruising altitude about 11900 m. The flight range of the plane is between 1900 and 

3000 km and its speed limit is about 900 km.h
-1

. 

 

Onboard instruments include a Picarro G2301-m (PICARRO, 2010) measuring in situ CO2 

and CH4 concentrations (see CHEN ET AL., 2010). It is calibrated in the lab immediately before 

and after the campaign (see Appendix 2) on NIES scale. Offset between this scale and the 

WMO scale is well documented. We use the water-vapor corrected measurements using 

factory settings for the correction polynomial. 
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DPS, Grimm 1.09 and Grimm 7.821 instruments (IAO), measure aerosols concentrations 

(nano and micro size range) while an aethalometer instrument (IAO) measures black carbon 

concentration at wavelength of 0 .52µm. 

Thermo instruments (Laboratoire d’Aerologie, Toulouse) measure CO (model 48C) and O3 

(model 49C) concentrations (see description e.g. in Paris et al., 2008).  

More precisions on instrumentation are given in Table 2. Condor instrument (LSCE) was 

utilized to measure CO2 as Picarro instrument in order to compare the two sets of data. This 

comparison will not be mentioned in this report. Technical description of Tupolev and 

parameters of Picarro are given on appendix.  

 
Species 

measured 

Core 

technique/instrument 

Acquisition 

frequency 

Meas. 

uncertainties 

Calibration 

frequency 

Reference 

CO2 Picarro G2301-m 1s < 200 ppb Pre and post flight See Picarro, 2010 

 

and Appendix 2 
CH4 Picarro G2301-m 1s < 1.5 ppb Pre and post flight 

CO Gas filter correlation 

TEI Model 48C 

1s* 5 ppb/5%* 20 min Nédélec et al., 2003 

O3 UV absorption TEI 

Model 49C 

4s 2 ppb/2% pre flight Paris et al., 2008 

Aerosols GRIMM 1.109 

Diffusional particle sizer 

6s 

80s 

3% 

10% 

Pre and post flight 

Pre and post flight 

Antokhin et al., 

2012 

Black carbon Aethalometer AMA-02 20s  0.01 µg/m3 Pre and post flight Antokhin et al., 

2012 

Relative 

humidity 

HYCAL IH-3602-C 

Honeywell 

1s 7%  Antokhin et al., 

2012 

Temperature HYCAL IH-3602-C 

Honeywell 

1s 0.5 ºC  Antokhin et al., 

2012 

* After 30-s slide averaging 

Table 2: Instrument characteristics 

 

Meteorological parameters. 

Figures 3 and 4 give us the general configuration during the YAK-AEROSIB campaign. Data 

used for Figure 4 are available on ESRL-NOAA website 

(http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/composites/day/). 

 

Temperature is averaged over three days (July 30th to August 1st) to have the synoptic 

situation during the measurement period. Siberia is surrounded by a minor surface front 

coming from the North and the extreme East with a temperature variation of 5 to 15 °C and by 

a warm front coming from the South with a temperature variation of 27° to 37°C. The average 

temperature on the transect ranges approximately between 20°C and 27°C. An important 

colder air pocket is observed in this area, near the Baikal Lake (and North West of Mongolia). 

 

Very slow winds and stagnant conditions dominate the campaign. On the 31
st
 of July, the 

winds velocity at 700 mb did not exceed 8 m.s
-1

 (28.8km.h
-1

), except in the region of Baikal 

Lake with velocity near 12 m.s
-1

, which is a strong wind. In the North and South-East, winds 

are more important with velocity over 18.m.s
-1

 (64 km.h
-1

, violent wind at Beaufort scale). 

 

The day after, winds are more intensive, particularly in the North of Siberia (between 12 and 

18 m.s-1). A wind velocity between 10 and 12m.s-1 was indicated over central Siberia and 
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Yakutsk (between 51°N and 65°N). At the West of the transect, winds were faster than the 

day before (5-7 m.s
-1

). As we will see in Section 3, there was an anticyclone over Siberia 

during the last 10 days before the campaign with few long-range transports of air masses. 

 

Forest fires 

Siberia is characterized by many wildfires during summer due to the high temperatures and 

the dry weather. Over 10 days before our studied period, there were more than 53,000 

wildfires in the region by MODIS satellite (https://firms.modaps.eosdis.nasa.gov/firemap/). 

Hot spots are represented by a yellow point in Fig. 1. These wildfires are important sources of 

CO2, CO, CH4 , aerosols and other greenhouse gases and pollutants. 

 

 
  

               
  

           

Figure 3: Meteorological conditions and smoke situations (Arshinov et al., 2013) 

https://firms.modaps.eosdis.nasa.gov/firemap/
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Figure 4: Mean temperature during the campaign (top). 
Wind fields the July 31st (middle) and the August 1st (down) 
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2. Results 

In this part, we discuss the measurements of the campaign considered as a whole. (Focused 

interpretation on selected events will be given in Section 3.) First we focus our attention on 

the concentrations of trace gases. We compare these values with an estimated background 

level and with the values of previous campaigns. Finally we describe the vertical and temporal 

distribution of theses trace gases and present aerosol distributions.   

2.1 Overview (global concentrations) and comparison with other measurements 

 

Statistical information about observed gases are shown in Table 3 and Figure 5. 

Concentrations of aerosols (in the 3 nm to 32 µm size range) will be presented in Section 2.5.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As we can see in Table 2, CO concentration with a median about 179 ppb was high compared 

to Summer 2007 with 100.1 ppb median measured in the boundary layer by ZOTTO station 

(VASILEVA ET AL., 2011) in central Siberia. CO2 and CH4 concentrations do not vary excessively 

with a 90
th

 percentile/median ratio  about respectively 1.009 and 1.007; i.e. the 90
th

 percentile 

of CO2 concentrations is higher than the median by only 0.9%. Nevertheless we observe high 

maxima about 431.9 ppm for CO2 and 2.367 ppm for the CH4 (observed in Flight 2, this will 

be detailed in the following section).  

In previous summer campaigns, (August 2007, July 2008), the median concentration of CO 

was between 102 and 105 ppb (PARIS ET AL., 2010) . overall very high values were observed for 

the campaign 2012 with a  median of 179 ppb. In terms of seasonal variations we compare the 

CO mean concentration of about 230 in summer 2012 to 145 ppb during the last YAK-

AEROSIB campaign in spring 2010 (BERCHET ET AL, 2013). 

O3 concentration exceeded also the concentration of previous campaign with a mean of 69 

ppb compared to 50 ppb in April 2006 and 55-65 ppb in September 2006.  

Background concentrations 

“Hemispheric background” concentrations are defined and used as references against which it 

is possible to estimate specific deviation in concentration. Here, we take background values 

Species CO2 (ppm) CO (ppb) CH4 (ppb) O3 (ppb) 

Minimum 374.6 86 1833 24 

10
th
 Percentile 381.0 136 1865 48 

1
st
 Quartile 383.6 155 1872 57 

Mean 386.2 230 1882 69 

Median 386.5 179 1887 69 

3
rd

 Quartile 388.9 229 1887 80 

90
th
 Percentile 390.4 386 1902 91 

Maximum 431.9 3921 2367 143 

Standard deviation 3.68 173 22 17 

Interquartile Range 5.3 74 15 23 

Background concentration ~385.0 ~97 ~1863 - 

Table 3: Statistical information about trace gases concentrations measured during the campaign 
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from measurements at the maritime Atlantic-facing Mace Head station 

(Ireland, 53.33°N, 9.90°W) at corresponding dates. CO2, CO and CH4 had background 

concentrations respectively of 385 ppm, 97 ppb and 1.87 ppm. These data are available at 

NOAA website      

(http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/dv/iadv/graph.php?code=MHD&program=ccgg&type=ts). 

These measures were made in well-mixed troposphere with limited recent influence from the 

Eurasian continent and are reasonably representative of background concentration in the 

northern hemisphere. Another possible definition of background is given in the third part to a 

better comparison with surrounding polluted troposphere. 

Comparing background concentrations to our study, we can notice that median concentrations 

of trace gases during the campaign were slightly higher for CO2 (+1.5 ppm) and CH4 

(+19 ppb) and much higher for CO (+72 ppb).  

The probability density functions in Figure 5 show each species’ concentration distribution 

across the campaign. We note that O3 is well distributed around the median (normal 

distribution) whereas CO distribution is more skewed with a long tail of high values. 
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Figure 5 : probability density for trace gases. (Blue for all altitudes, dashed black line for ABL and 
dashed magenta line for FT) Red lines indicate the background concentration for each species and 

green lines represent the median value for each species 

 

Alternatively a background concentration is calculated for each trace gases, based on our own 

measurement of CO following low variability criteria defined by PARIS ET AL. (2008). We 

choose to separate background according to the altitude.  In this way, we calculated, on same 

base above, the background concentration in BL (z<2500m) and in FT (z>2500). Results are 

given in the table 3. 

 

Trace gas BG BG
BL

 BG
FT

 

CO2 (ppm) 385.0 383.5 385.8 

CO (ppb) 171 199 158 

CH4 (ppb) 1875 1882 1871 

Ozone (ppb) 66 53 73 

Table 4:  Background concentrations for each species. 
 BL refers to Boundary Layer and FT refers to Free Troposphere 

 

These background values will be not taken into account in this report but they highlight the 

strong values of CO compared to the hemispheric background given by Mace Hade station. 

The calculated background by this method for the others species are similar to their 

hemispheric background. 

For the next of this report, the comparison to the background will be made with the value of 

hemispheric background given by Mace Head in Table 3. 

 

2.2 Vertical distribution of species concentration flight by flight 

 

In this section we focus on the vertical distribution of each species during the campaign. For 

each species we represent the vertical distribution of concentrations averaged by flight and 

their 3D distribution. 

 

Carbon dioxide (see Figure 6) 

Overall, we observe a vertical gradient of CO2 of minus 1-2 ppm toward the surface. This 

trend is shared by all flights, excepted Flight 4 were the gradient is steeper with 4-5 ppm. For 

the campaign which took place in summer 2008, the depletion was about 10 ppm in the same 

period (PARIS ET AL., 2010). Flight 4 is the flight with the lowest concentration of CO2 with 

concentration close to 380 ppm (inferior to the 10
th

 percentile for CO2 sampled during the 

campaign) in the lower troposphere. Based on 3D representation (lower panel of the figure), 

we can observe that it is the area with the less biomass burning nearby. So, we can suppose 

that CO2 emissions by the forest fires in Siberia offset the photosynthesis uptake. Flight 3 is 

the flight with the highest concentration. All the flight is characterized by a concentration 

higher than the background (i.e. 385 ppm). Regarding the 3D representation, High CO2 

concentrations during Flight 3 occur above the Yakutsk urban and industrial area (with 
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important mining activity). Biomasses burning also occur immediately East of Yakutsk. As a 

result, it is not possible to know unambiguously at this stage what causes the high CO2 

concentrations in Flight 3. 

 

Carbon monoxide (see Figure 7) 

The 2012 campaign exhibited a mean concentration of 230 ppb (i.e. 97 ppb relative to the 

background.  Flights 3 and 5 have high concentrations of CO in lower troposphere. In our 

representation it corresponds at the maximum concentration (i.e.  530 ppb at 1000 m of 

altitude for Flight 3 and 520 ppb at 1500 m of altitude for Flight 5) whereas Flight 2 has an 

important peak of CO at 7.5km of altitude (i.e. 680 ppb at 7500 m of altitude in Figure 7). The 

flights 1 and 4 do not seem less impacted by strong CO concentrations even if the CO 

concentrations recorded are higher than the background (respectively +58 ppb and +63 ppb on 

average larger than the background level). These observations were correlated by the 

interquartile ranges which are important for Flight 2, 3 and 5 and reflect an important degree 

of variability in CO concentration. For the other flights, the interquartile ranges are lower. 3D 

representation allows understanding theses strong variability between the flights due to 

localization of fires and cities. An unexpected high CO concentration is observed on Flight 2 

in upper troposphere near Mirni (see also Figure 11).  It can coming from far sources with 

long transport of air mass. We will detail this observation in Section 3.  

 

Methane (see Figure 8)  

CH4 concentrations are relatively homogeneous (variation of 37 ppb between the 10
th

 and 90
th

 

percentile on entire campaign, let 2%) and decrease with altitude (like CO, unlike CO2 and 

O3). Not high variations for the flights 1, 2 and 4. High concentrations (superior of the 90
th

 

percentile value for CH4, i.e. 1902 ppb) and variability are measured on lower troposphere for 

the flights 3 (1920 ppb for the maximum at 1000 of altitude) and 5 (1913 ppb for the 

maximum at 1000 of altitude, like for CO. Nevertheless, these correlations are not verified for 

Flight 2 at 7500 m. We can note a similar excursion in lower altitude for CO and CH4 for 

Flights 3 and 5. The correlation between CO and methane is relatively higher during the 

campaign with 0.77 (results of correlation are shown in section 2.6). High concentrations of 

CH4 are observable close to Yakutsk, Novosibirsk, Tomsk and during Flight 2 (mark B, see 

Figure 11) and Flight 5 (mark A, see Figure14).  

 

 

Ozone (see Figure 9) 

Mean ozone concentration during the campaign is 69 ppb (Table x). Overall, a gradient of 

ozone (-20 ppb) is observed in the lower troposphere relative to the upper troposphere:  in 

upper troposphere O3 concentration was about 75 ppm whereas the concentrations are close to 

55 ppb whereas near the ground. The gradient is less steep than the gradient observed in 2007 

and 2008 summer campaign where it was about minus 40 ppb (PARIS ET AL., 2010) and much 

higher than during the other spring campaigns (PARIS ET AL., 2010; BERCHET ET AL., 2013) (-

10 ppb). Thus the ozone gradient appears stronger in summer than in spring. This steeper 

gradient could be attributed to a greater deposition of ozone on vegetation in summer relative 

to spring.  
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Flight 3 has the highest concentration of O3 (79 ppb on average, +9 ppb compared to the 

campaign average). Flight 3 O3 concentrations are particularly elevated in the upper 

troposphere. It can be due to the influence of stratosphere where ozone concentration is more 

important. During Flight 1 observed O3 concentrations are higher, than the campaign-average 

species concentrations.  
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Figure 6: Vertical distribution of CO2 by flight, averaged by level of 500m (top), measured values 
(bottom).  
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Figure 7: Vertical distribution of CO2 by flight, averaged by level of 500m (top), measured values 
(bottom).    
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Figure 8: Vertical distribution of CO2 by flight, averaged by level of 500m (top), measured values 
(bottom).  
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Figure 9: Vertical distribution of O3 by flight, averaged by level of 500m (top), measured values 
(bottom) 
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2.3 Flight by flight description 

 

Flight 1 (see Figure 10) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The first flight occurred the 31st of July between 0257 and 0421 UTC (0957-1121 LT) from 

Novosibirsk to Tomsk. The aircraft realized quick ascent up to ~8 km before going down to 5 

km and then 2.5 km of altitude. During the first part of the flight, the troposphere was clean 

with concentrations of trace gases to their background concentration, excepted for CO with 

concentration higher than 155 ppb for the half of the time of the flight (which is nevertheless 

in the interquartile range of the campaign). At take-off, peaks of CO2 and CH4 are likely 

caused by local emissions: we do not consider these values in the following interpretation. 

Mean CO2 concentrations below 4000 m were respectively 389 ppm and 387 ppm during the 

ascent and descent. So, decreases of 2 ppm of CO2 concentration have been recorded between 

the two measurements, 0829 LT and 1002 LT (see Table 1). It is probably due to the 

vegetation uptake during daytime (SASAKAWA ET AL., 2013).  

Excesses of ozone, CO (i.e. 202 ppb, +12 ppb above the 90
th

 percentile for the Flight 1) and 

CO2 (i.e. 392 ppm, +2 ppm above the 90
th

 percentile for the Flight 1) were observed in high 

altitude (mark A, ~0315 UTC, 85°E) in the free troposphere. A marked decrease of CO and 

CH4 is recorded during this short event while just before and after, the concentration of theses 

trace gases are higher and O3 and CO2 concentrations are lower. These observations may be 

explained by a recent stratosphere-troposphere exchange (see STOHL ET AL., 2003). A similar 

patterns of concentrations was observed 15 minutes later.  

At the end of the flight (mark B on Figure 10), below the atmospheric boundary layer, we 

observe an important peak of CO concentration (445 ppb, +348 ppb above background). It 

also corresponds to the overflight of a biomass burning area (see Figure 1). At the same time, 

peaks of CO2 (391 ppm, +6 ppm above background) and CH4 (1924 ppb, +22 ppb above the 

90
th

 percentile) concentrations are observed. Vertical profiles for Flight 1 (see Figures 6-9) 

show a global increase of CH4, CO and CO2 at the lower altitude (500 m). We can suppose 

that it is the influence of biomass burning areas with maybe, a low contribution from the 

human activities near Tomsk. Vertical profile F1P2 (F is the number of the flight, P is the 

number of profile) will give us more precisions about this in following section. 

Species CO2 (ppm) CO (ppb) CH4 (ppb) O3 (ppb) 

Minimum 382.8 93 1848 36 

10
th
 Percentile 385.1 125 1863 58 

1
st
 Quartile 386.3 135 1867 60 

Mean 387.4 159 1878 70 

Median 387.1 155 1877 67 

3
rd

 Quartile 388.2 176 1883 78 

90
th
 Percentile 390.1 190 1886 86 

Maximum 403.0   445 2304 105 

Standard deviation 2.03  36 25 11 

Interquartile Range 1.9 41 16 18 

Table 5: Statistical information about trace gases concentrations measured during the Flight 1 
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Figure 10: Time series for Flight 1. The marks A and B indicate special events described in the text. 

 

Flight 2 (see Figure 11) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Flight 2 is shown in Fig. 11. The second flight from Tomsk to Mirni (red line on Figure 1) 

occurred 1h30 after the end of the first flight. The aircraft takes off from Tomsk at 1125LT. 

The first peak of CO concentration (715 ppb, + 618 ppb above background, see Fig. 11, mark 

A) was recorded by onboard instrument during the first ascent (F2P1) without plateau before 

the level at 8 km of altitude.  

Precluding the values of CO2 when values of CO excess the 75
th

 percentile of the flights  

(176 ppb for Flight 1 and 230 ppb for Flight 2), we observe that  CO2 mean concentration is 

Species CO2 (ppm) CO (ppb) CH4 (ppb) O3 (ppb) 

Minimum 379.2 113 1848 24 

10
th
 Percentile 382.4 157 1870 36 

1
st
 Quartile 383.4 169 1874 52 

Mean 385.6 262 1880 64 

Median 385.0 190 1877 60 

3
rd

 Quartile 387.5 230 1880 78 

90
th
 Percentile 389.2 442 1889 90 

Maximum 431.9   3921 2367 143 

Standard deviation 3.11   252 22 20 

Interquartile Range 4.1 71 6 26 

Table 6: Statistical informations about trace gases concentrations measured during the Flight 2 
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lower in Flight 2 (384.9 ppm) than in Flight 1 (387,7 ppm). This confirms the effect of 

photosynthesis which is more important in the daytime.  

Between 0654 and 0705 UTC (mark B) high concentrations of CO2 (i.e. 

431.9 ppm, +42.7 ppm above the 90
th

 percentile of Flight 2), CO (i.e. 3921 ppb) and CH4 (i.e. 

2367 ppb) were measured at low altitude (850 m). These values are the maximum recorded 

for the entire campaign Approximately, the position of the aircraft was 96°E, 59°N and, in 

central Siberia, over the Taiga. Figure 1 shows that there were important forest fires at this 

location.  

The second part of the flight is more consistent with clean conditions (mean of CO and CO2 

are equal of their median for the Flight 2) if we except an high and very punctual trace gases 

concentrations in upper troposphere (399 ppm for CO2, 1963 ppb for CH4, 958 ppb for CO 

and 143 ppb for O3) between 0758 and 0803 UTC (mark C). At this location, in Siberia Taiga, 

it appears others forest fires. However, aircraft was at 8230 m of altitude. We can suppose that 

aircraft crossed a polluted air mass which came from away thanks to long transport. The high 

values of ozone suggest a stratospheric intrusion (BERCHET ET AL., 2013) and thus a polluted air 

mass which had been uplifted at high altitude in the troposphere. We will see in detail in 

Section 3.2. 

 
Figure 11 : Time series for Flight 2. Marks A, B and C indicate special events 

 

 

Flight 3 (see Figure 12) 
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For the Flight 3, from Mirni to Yakutsk, an overall increase of CO2 concentration has been 

measured (mean of 388.9 ppm, based on same criteria defined for the Flight 2, +4 ppm 

compared to the Flight 2). According to the time of the day (2113-2342 LT) and the landscape 

(Taiga forest) flown by the aircraft, it is likely due to the diurnal cycle of CO2. Taiga captures 

less CO2 at this moment of the day whereas the maximum of channeling is recorded during 

daytime as it is the case for the Flight 2.  

Four unexpected CO concentrations have been recorded (respectively  638 ppb, 874 ppb, 

2227 ppb and 827 ppb) during this flight, close to the location 62°N, 130°E corresponding at 

the coordinates of the Yakutsk city (62°02′N 129°44′E). In addition to this observation, strong 

concentrations of methane (respectively 2011 ppb, 1955 ppb, 2138 ppb and 2011 ppb; all 

superior to the 90
th

 percentile for the Flight 3 and for the whole campaign) have been 

measured. As the aircraft was approximately less than 3500 m we can suppose that is due to 

the forest fires (see Figure 1 for localization of fire areas). Nevertheless, due to the proximity 

of Yakutsk, we cannot exclude a possible contribution of pollution from the industrial 

activities. Flexpart model will give us more precisions on Section 3.3.  

 We can note an unexpected concentration of ozone for the events represented by the mark B 

(122 ppb) and C (133 ppb, +28 ppb above the 90
th

 percentile for Flight 3). It is the ozone 

maximum value for the Flight 3.  The last peaks of methane and CO2 (mark E) are not 

meaningful due to the airport traffic like for the beginning of Flight 1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Species CO2 (ppm) CO (ppb) CH4 (ppb) O3 (ppb) 

Minimum 383.2 86 1856 47 

10
th
 Percentile 386.4 125 1865 56 

1
st
 Quartile 388.0 157 1873 68 

Mean 388.9 260 1891 79 

Median 388.9 198 1889 76 

3
rd

 Quartile 389.7 283 1899   88 

90
th
 Percentile 390.4 507 1921 105 

Maximum 413.5  2277 2139 133 

Standard deviation 2.30  176 25 16 

Interquartile Range 1.7 126 26 20 

Table 7: Statistical informations about trace gases concentrations measured during the Flight 3 
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Flight 4 (see Figure 13) 

 

Figure 12 : Time series for Flight 3. The marks A, B, C and D indicate special events. 
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Flight 4 occurred the day after, between Yakutsk and Bratsk.  During the two first vertical 

profiles, we can observe an intrusion stratospheric with net increase of CO2 and Ozone, and 

net decrease of CO and CH4, as we detailed for the same phenomena in Flight 1. Homogenous 

concentrations (bracketing between 1860 ppb and 1900 ppb)  have been measured for the rest 

of the flight.  

CO2 decreasing trend about 10 ppm is observed during the flight. Minimum values of  CO2 

concentration (less 380 ppm, inferior to the 10
th

 percentile for entire campaign ) are recorded 

at 116°E, 111°E and 103°E locations (marks B), where the aircraft enters temporarily in the 

boundary layer. These observations of low CO2 concentrations are made at mid-day hours 

(1230-1330 LT) and therefore are most likely reflecting strong absorption of CO2 by the taiga 

ecosystem. This CO2 minimum in the boundary layer was also present in Flight 2 (afternoon) 

but is more pronounced here, probably reflecting the more vigorous photosynthesis of 

midday. As we saw in previous section, we can suppose that is also due to the absence of fires 

which didn’t offset the effects of vegetation. 

 Carbon monoxide concentration is relatively constant (but higher than background 

concentration) between 0500 and 0650 UTC but we observe some variations in first part of 

the flight.  

At the beginning and at the end of the flight, peaks of trace gases (marks C) are measured but 

we cannot considerer them because it is corresponding at the time where aircraft is influenced 

by local airport emissions at taking off or landing. 

Species CO2 (ppm) CO (ppb) CH4 (ppb) O3 (ppb) 

Minimum 374.7 93 1832 30 

10
th
 Percentile 379.4 135 1866 44 

1
st
 Quartile 380.6 148 1870 52 

Mean 384.0 173 1875 65 

Median 382.6 160 1874 65 

3
rd

 Quartile 387.7 179 1878  78 

90
th
 Percentile 389.3 220 1884 87 

Maximum 406.8  1096 2109 107 

Standard deviation 4.13  70 15 16 

Interquartile Range 7.1 31 18 26 

Table 8: Statistical informations about trace gases concentrations measured during the Flight 4 
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Figure 13 : Time series for Flight 4. The marks A, B and c indicate special events 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Flight 5 (see Figure 14) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Species CO2 (ppm) CO (ppb) CH4 (ppb) O3 (ppb) 

Minimum 375.1 99 1843 31 

10
th
 Percentile 382.6 142 1859 55 

1
st
 Quartile 384.2 171 1873 64 

Mean 386.7 267 1885 71 

Median 386.1 229 1882 72 

3
rd

 Quartile 390.4 319 1897  80 

90
th
 Percentile 391.2 401 1910 87 

Maximum 394.8  1233 1971 99 

Standard deviation 3.49   145 20 13 

Interquartile Range  6.2 148 24  16 

Table 9: Statistical informations about trace gases concentrations measured during the Flight 5 
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During this flight from Bratsk to Novosibirsk, between 1451 and 1606 LT, CO and CH4 

concentrations are highly inhomogeneous in upper and middle troposphere during the first 

two vertical profiles. CO2 concentrations are higher than the end of precedent flight (meaning 

of 384 ppm for the two first vertical profiles against 381 ppm for the two last vertical profiles 

of Flight 4). 

Between 0850 and 0910 UTC, progressive increase of both CO (1223 ppb at the maximum,) 

and methane (1960 ppb, 58 ppb above the background level) have been measured (mark A on 

the Figure 14) while a decreasing about 4 ppm of CO2 has been observed before to increase. 

Due to the altitude of the aircraft (i.e. 1600 m), we can suggest that the progressive increases 

of CO and CH4 seem to be due to regional plumes of smoke.  We will focus on this event in 

section 3.1.  

The second part of Flight 5 is also inhomogeneous with a CO2 higher than the beginning of 

the flight and some variations of CH4 and CO concentrations. Near the ground, the diurnal 

cycle of CO2 would explain the augmentation of CO2 concentration but it is not consistent 

with the local time. A change in vegetation can be at the origin because the aircraft flew over 

steppe. Nevertheless, aircraft was in middle and upper troposphere, where the effects of 

vegetation are weak. 

 At the end of the flight, when aircraft approach of Novosibirsk, important rises of CO, CH4 

and CO2 have been measured (respectively +43 ppb, +43 ppb and +3.6 ppm above their 90
th

 

percentile for the Flight5). These observations are surprising regarding the measurement at 

this location in Flight 1, the day before. It seems that is a new polluted air mass over 

Novosibirsk, due to wind and direction of aircraft. 
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Figure 14: Time series for Flight 5. The marks A and B indicate special events. 

 

2.4 Individual vertical profiles 

 

Vertical profiles of atmospheric composition have been carried out for each ascent or descent 

without the plateau at high and low altitude. For the 2012 campaign, we have twenty vertical 

profiles which allow identifying some events like forest fires, particularly present during the 

campaign. For a better understanding, vertical profiles are noted FxPy with x representing the 

number of flight and y the number of profile during the flight. All the figures are displayed on 

the Appendix. Only the most interesting of them are shown in this section. 

Flight 1 Profile 1 (see Appendix 8) 

A part of data is missing below 2.5 km of altitude. Nevertheless, it appears that there was an 

important concentration of trace gases near the ground (i.e. 396 ppm of CO2, 2150 ppb of 

CH4) due to the presence of airport and/or city.  In upper troposphere, an air mass with CO2 

and CO concentrations (near values of the 90
th

 percentile for Flight 1) was observed between 

7 and 8 km. 

 

F1P2 (see Appendix 9) 

During the profile, inhomogeneous concentration of trace gases, with an important 

concentration of CO (450 ppb, + 350 ppb above the background) close to the ground, is 

observed arriving at Tomsk (see also Figure 9, mark B). 
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F2P1 (see Appendix 10) 

CO concentration increases with altitude with a maximum at 7 km (700ppb). Notable peaks of 

CH4 (above 1920 ppb, +50 ppb above background) at 2.5 km and concentration of particles 

(above 1000 particles.cm
-3

) at 3.5km have been measured. Like explained in part 2.3, there is 

an important probability that it is due to forest fires (see Figure 10, mark A). 

 

F2P2 (see Figure 15 or Apendix11) 

We can see two distinct polluted air masses at 1 km and 2.5 km of altitude. Peaks of CO, CO2, 

CH4 and aerosols are correlated at 1 km (average of 401 ppm for CO2, 1700 ppb for CO and 

2050 ppb for CH4). As discussed in Section 2.2, the peaks of trace gas concentrations was 

recorded at 850m, what confirms the observation of this polluted air mass. Same correlations 

are observed at 2.5 km (average of 392 ppm for CO2, 1200 ppb for CO and 1960 ppb for CH4) 

of altitude. The concentrations of aerosols confirm the combustion origin of this air mass. We 

will detail the aerosols distribution in Section 2.5. The peaks at 3.5 and 5 km of altitude are 

not detailed further here. 

 

 
Figure 15: F2P2 vertical profiles of CO2 (black), CO (red), CH4 (green), O3 (dark blue), WBPT (sky 
blue), micro aerosols (maroon) and nano aerosols modes (pink, violet and grey). Measures are 
represented by points and averages by level of 100 m are represented by solid lines. 
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F2P3 (see Appendix 12) 

High concentrations of CO (1000 ppb on average), CH4 (1950 ppb on average), CO2 (392 

ppm) and micro aerosols (~4000 particles.cm
-3

) have been recorded near the ground, 

confirming the picture emerging from the previous profile: the aircraft seems to cross a plume 

of smoke at lower altitude between F2P2 and F2P3, as we seen in Section 2.3 (see also 

Figure 11, mark B). 

 

F2P4 (see Appendix 13) 

We observe an increase of trace gases concentration and an increase of aerosols micro 

particles (~500.cm
-3

), when the aircraft arrives at Mirni, close to the ground. It may be due to 

airport traffic. Above the first 1000 m and under 3000 m, concentration of CO2 are about 

383 ppm, which is below background and should be determined by daytime vegetation uptake 

of CO2. Upper and middle troposphere exhibits high concentrations of trace gases. Ozone 

stratospheric with concentration close to 110 ppb is measured in upper troposphere. 

 

F3P1 (see Appendix 14) 

In lower altitude, measurements are influenced by city and airport (250 ppb of CO; ~50 ppb 

above median value for the Flight 3) and thus, they are biased. In this profile, the atmospheric 

boundary layer (ABL) is well defined between 3 and 3.5 km with net changing on water vapor 

and slope of WBPT (Wet-Bulb Potential Temperature). It is the same trend with the trace 

gases and aerosols with suddenly change of concentration at this altitude. 

 

F3P2 (see Appendix 15) 

At 3 km of altitude, we observe important peaks of CO2 (400 ppm), CO (600 ppb), CH4 (2000 

ppb) and micro aerosols (4000 particles.cm
-3

). It seems that aircraft cross a polluted air mass 

at this altitude. 

 

F3P3 (see Figure 16 or Appendix 16) 

Two distinct air masses  charged in trace gases are observed  between 3.5 km and 4 km of 

altitude (more than 2000 ppb of CO, ~410 ppm of CO2, 2140 ppb of CH4 and 5000 micro 

particles.cm
-3

) and around 4.5 km (1200 ppb of CO, ~404 ppm of CO2, 2000 ppb of CH4 and 

3500 micro particles.cm
-3

) of altitude. As detailed in previous part, observed concentrations in 

F3P3 and F3P4 are directly comparable, due to the trajectory of the aircraft flying over the 

same area. 
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Figure 16: F3P3 vertical profiles of CO2 (black), CO (red), CH4 (green), O3 (dark blue), WBPT (sky 
blue), micro aerosols (maroon) and nano aerosols modes (pink, violet and grey). Measures are 
represented by points and averages by level of 100 m are represented by solid lines. 

F3P4 (see Figure 17 and Appendix 18) 

Important peaks of trace gases and aerosols (800 ppb of CO, 392 ppm of CO2, 1950 ppb of 

CH4 and much 2000 micro particles.cm
-3

) at 2.5 km of altitude are recorded. Aircraft fly over 

Yakutsk and across different air mass which can have the same origin. If presence of city and 

airport is predominant at ground level (see Figure 12), we do not exclude the possibility of 

biomass burning area influences, which are important close to Yakutsk (Figure 1). 
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Figure 17: F3P4 vertical profiles of CO2 (black), CO (red), CH4 (green), O3 (dark blue), WBPT (sky 
blue), micro aerosols (maroon) and nano aerosols modes (pink, violet and grey). Measures are 
represented by points and averages by level of 100 m are represented by solid lines. 

F4P1 (see Appendix 18) 

Lower troposphere concentrations of trace gases are very high compared to the background 

(+400 ppb of CO, +15 ppm of CO2, +87 ppb of CH4) and high concentration of aerosols are 

recorded (around 1500 micro particles.cm
-3

). It can be explained by the urban and industrial 

emissions of Yakutsk and/or surrounding fires. Concentrations are near their background level 

in upper troposphere. 

 

F4P2 (see Appendix 19) 

CO2 concentration is low (380 ppm, -5 ppm below background concentration) in lower 

troposphere. We observe an inversion of CO and CH4 concentrations between 3 and 4 km of 

altitude probably due to the ABL which is well defined between 2.5 and 3km. Two peaks of 

trace gases concentrations are identified at 3.5 km (250 ppb of CO, 1920 ppb of CH4) and 

6 km (250 ppb of CO, 1900 ppb of CH4). 

 

F4P3 (see Appendix 20) 

Very light concentrations of CO2 during this profile (with the minimum of the campaign, 

374.6 ppm) are measured. Nevertheless a slight peak of pollution is recorded at 4.5 km of 

altitude (280 ppb CO, 1910 ppb of CH4 both superior to their 90
th

 percentile for Flight 4 and 

388 ppm of CO2 which is the value of the 3
rd

 quartile for the Flight 4.).  

 

F4P4 (see Appendix 21) 
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CO2 concentration is still very low during this profile (average of 380 ppm, -5 ppm below 

background concentration). Any source of pollution seems to exist with low concentrations of 

CO, CH4 and aerosols. 

 

F4P5 (see Appendix 22) 

Same observation as F4P4 with very slight peak of micro particles concentration 

(60 particles.cm
-3

) which is correlated with slight peak of water vapor (0.75%) at 7.5 km. 

 

F4P6 (see Appendix 23) 

We have similar observations than previous profiles, excepted slight increases of trace gas 

concentrations (220 ppb of CO, 395 ppm of CO2 and 1940 ppb of CH4) close to the ground, 

arriving at Bratsk. Profiles of Flight 4, excepted F4P1, confirm us the strong absorption of 

CO2 by the taiga (detailed in previous part) where no or few events of pollution are 

observables: CO and CH4 are low during this flight compared to the other flights.  

 

F5P1 (See Appendix 24) 

Peaks of micro aerosols concentration and water vapor are correlated at 1.5 km of altitude 

(like F4P5 at 7.5 km). CO (350 ppb, +253 ppb above background) and CH4 (1890 ppb, +27 

ppb above background) concentrations are higher at 7.5 km whereas CO2 is close to 384 ppm. 

Aircraft across probably a polluted air mass uplifted from the ground. 

 

F5P2 (see Figure 18 or Appendix 25) 

The polluted air mass of F5P1 is confirmed in this profile with several peaks of CO, CO2 and 

CH4. Micro particles concentrations are important in lower troposphere (~1000 particles.cm
-3

) 

whereas nano particles are present in upper troposphere (3000 particles.cm
-3

). Aircraft seems 

to fly over a source of pollution (confirmed in Section 2.3, see Figure 14, mark A). 
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Figure 18 : F5P2 vertical profiles of CO2 (black), CO (red), CH4 (green), O3 (dark blue), WBPT (sky 
blue), micro aerosols (maroon) and nano aerosols modes (pink, violet and grey). Measures are 
represented by points and averages by level of 100 m are represented by solid lines. 

 

F5P3 (see Appendix 26) 

The profile shows the end of crossing polluted air mass with very high concentrations at the 

beginning of the profile, near the ground (1200 ppb of CO and 1970 ppb of CH4) probably 

due to fly over plume of smoke. In middle troposphere it seems to have the stratospheric 

influence as seen in Section 2.3. 

 

F5P4 (see Appendix 27) 

Variation of CO, CH4 and CO2 concentrations are identified in middle troposphere (5.5 km) 

due to a previously uplifted air mass. In ABL strong concentrations of trace gases  are 

recorded compared to the background level (+9 ppm of CO2, +353 ppb of CO, +67 ppb of 

CH4). It is consistent with our observations in previous section and the possible arrival of new 

polluted air mass, even if we don’t exclude the influence of Novosibirsk and/or airport. 

 

2.5 Aerosol distributions 

The Grimm and the Diffusional Particle Sizer measured also the concentration of aerosols 

from 3 nm to 32 000 nm (in units of particles.cm
-3

). The concentration of black carbon (in 

units of µg.m
-3

) was measured by an aethalometer instrument. These measurements are 

performed and analyzed by the IAO team and are source of interesting information to 

understand the air mass history of sources, sinks and ageing across the campaign. So, we will 

expose the results after a brief general overview of tropospheric aerosols. 
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Atmospheric aerosol is defined as “a collection of airborne solid or liquid particles, with a 

typical size between 0.01 and 10 µm and residing in the atmosphere for at least several hours. 

Aerosols may be of either natural or anthropogenic origin. Aerosols may influence climate in 

two ways: directly through scattering and absorbing radiation, and indirectly through acting as 

condensation nuclei for cloud formation or modifying the optical properties and lifetime of 

clouds” (IPCC). 

 

They are two types of aerosols:  

 -primary particles (liquid or solid) which are transmitted directly into atmosphere 

since their sources like sea salt, dust, ash, or soot. Except for the black carbon, it is the 

consequences of friction on the ground. Soot is the result of incomplete combustion of oil or 

biomass. 

 -secondary particles which are formed directly into atmosphere, by a conversion 

process of gases into particles.  

 

Sources of particles can be either natural (50%) or anthropogenic (i.e. transport, industries, 

agriculture…). There are four modes of aerosols depending of their diameters: ultrafine 

particles (or nucleation, <10nm), Aitken (<100nm), accumulation (<1µm) and coarse (>1µm).  

 

Ultrafine particles result of secondary particles by nucleation or by condensation at the 

surface of preexisting particles while accumulation mode particles are the result of primary 

emissions. The main sinks for aerosols are the sedimentation (for the aerosols of large size) 

and the rain.  

 

The black carbon (BC) is composed almost solely of carbon atoms in shape of polymers. 

Sources are principally anthropogenic (e.g. process of oil combustion) but it can be also the 

result of biomass combustion. It has a radiative impact more powerful than the carbon dioxide 

or the methane on the climate. Concentrations of black carbon decrease with distance of the 

sources. Thus it is interesting, in our study due to the rural environment of Siberia and forest 

fires detected by satellite, to observe both aerosols and black carbon.  

 

The team of IAO of Tomsk has realized many flights in West Siberia and collect data 

allowing a definition of background concentration for aerosols and black carbon in this 

region.  

The vertical distribution of aerosols particles (see Appendix 28) derived from the data of 

monthly flights carried out from March 2011 to October 2013. In summer, the aerosol number 

concentrations are more important near the ground (of thousands paticles.cm
-3

) and decrease 

with altitude (in order of magnitude of hundreds particles.cm
-3

). Small particles contribute to 

the major part of aerosol number concentration.   

Concerning the background of black carbon for this region, we can refer to the Figure 19 

(taken from study of Antokhin P.N. et al, 2011). It represents the seasonal variability of 

vertical profiles (for 1999-2007 periods) of the BC mass concentration. For summer, the 

concentrations in free troposphere (>3km) are the lowest (less of 0.06 µg.m
-3

) and increase to 
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0.4 µg.m
-3

 at the ground level. Except between 1 and 3 km of altitude, the summer period is 

the less impacted by black carbon. The maximum occurs in spring. 

 
Figure 19 : Seasonal variability of vertical profiles of the BC mass concentration.  

(Antokhin et al., 2011) 

 

Flight 1 (see Figure 20) 

There is not nucleation mode which corresponds at strong concentration of small size aerosols 

with dN/dlogD superior to1000 particles.cm
-3

. However values of black carbon upper than 

background level are measured, especially in low altitude at the end of the flight 

(concentration between 0.5 and 1 µg.cm
-3

). At the same time, a peak of CO concentration 

(445 ppb, +348 ppb above background) is recorded (mark A on Figure 20). This is confirms 

the previous observations made in Section 2.3 for the first flight: the peaks of traces gases 

concentration are due to local forest fires. For the rest of the flight, black carbon 

concentrations are close to the background values. It is consistent with the fact that the flight 1 

is not the most impacted by the biomass burning as can be the Flights 2, 3 and 5.  

  

Flight 2 (see Figure 21) 

Overall, we observe a BC concentration well superior to its background level for Flight 2 and 

especially for the first part (up to 7:15) where CO concentration is very high (200 ppb at the 

minimum, 3921 ppb at the maximum). 

Between 0654 and 0705 UTC, strong concentrations for all sizes of aerosols are measured 

(mark A on Figure 21) at the same time where high CO concentration (3921 ppb) is recorded 

is at lower altitude. Besides, a correlated BC concentration about 10 µg.m
-3

 is recorded (the 

background concentration is normally about 0.2 µg.m
-3

, so 50 times lower!).This event results 

directly from the gas emissions due to biomass combustion seen in Section 2.3.   
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Between 0758 and 0803 UC, a strong concentration of CO at 8 km of altitude is observed and 

an increase of concentration for particles with diameter superior to 500nm is recorded in same 

time (mark B on Figure 21). Thus, we can think that aircraft across an air mass relatively aged 

because particles coagulated to form bigger particles. The concentration of BC (2.296 µg.m
-3)

 

at this altitude stays well superior to its background level (0.4 µg.m
-3

), supposing an important 

sources of combustion. 

 

Flight 3 (see Figure 22) 

Between 1130 and 1230 UTC, a mean concentration of BC about 0.044 µg.m
-3

 is measured. A 

major part of aerosols have a size between 10 and 500 nm (having respectively about 

10 particles.cm
-3

 and 0.1 particles.cm
-3

). In this first part of the flight, both aerosols and BC 

have concentrations near their background level: aircraft did not across a polluted air mass.  

Between 12:30 and 1:00 p.m., strong concentrations measured for all sizes of are correlated 

with a high CO concentration (874 ppb) at low altitude (inferior to 3 km). We observe the 

similar phenomena at the end of the flight when the aircraft re-across the same air mass. 

During these two periods, the black carbon concentration is 1 µg.m
-3

 (vs 0.04 to 0.05 µg.m
-3

 

for the background level) that is the proof of strong emissions in this region. 

 

Flight 4 (see Figure 23) 

As explained in Section 2.3, Flight 4 is the less impacted by biomass burning this year. 

During the flight, the CO concentration doesn’t vary (only 8% of variation). Aerosol 

concentration doesn’t vary over time, except between 4:30 and 5h00, and after 6h30 when the 

aircraft goes down in altitude due to the concentration of particles with diameter 50 to 500 nm 

which is more important.  

Overall, black carbon concentration stay over its background level but it is lower compared to 

the other flights (meaning of 0.27µg.m
-3

). We don’t observe the formation of new particles. It 

is consistent with previous observations: Flight 4 occurs in a cleaner atmosphere but it can be 

lightly impacted by remote biomass burning. 

 

 

Flight 5 (see Figure 23) 

During this flight, a stronger concentration for aerosols with diameter inferior to 50 nm is 

observed.  The concentration (average of 267 ppb) of carbon monoxide is high during all the 

flight.  

Between 0850 and 0910 UTC an important concentration of black carbon (5 µg.m
-3

) in low 

altitude is measured. It is consistent with strong concentration of trace gases measured in 

same time. The high values of BC and aerosols concentration for all size indicate a polluted 

air mass across by the flight having combustion for sources. This event will be detailed in 

Section 3.1. 

At the end of the flight, important concentrations of BC and aerosols are measured after 1010 

UTC, when aircraft come back at Novosibirsk. As explained in Section 2.3, the difference 

observed between the day before and the day after can be explained by change of wind 

direction which lead a polluted air mass from biomass burning near Novosibirsk over the city 

(see Figure 4). 
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. 

 

 

Figure 20:  Concentration of black carbon (0.52µm) with concentration of CO in red and altitude 
(solid grey line) at the top and aerosol distribution (in units of particles.cm-1) according to their 
diameter (in nm) for Flight 1 at the down. 

A 
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Figure 21: Concentration of black carbon (0.52µm) with concentration of CO in red and altitude 
(solid grey line) at the top and aerosol distribution (in units of particles.cm-1) according to their 
diameter (in nm) for Flight 2 at the down. 

A B 
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Figure 22: Concentration of black carbon (0.52µm) with concentration of CO in red and altitude 
(solid grey line) at the top and aerosol distribution (in units of particles.cm-1) according to their 
diameter (in nm) for Flight 3 at the down. 
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Figure 23: Concentration of black carbon (0.52µm) with concentration of CO in red and altitude 
(solid grey line) at the top and aerosol distribution (in units of particles.cm-1) according to their 
diameter (in nm) for Flight 4 at the down. 
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Figure 24: Concentration of black carbon (0.52µm) with concentration of CO in red and altitude 
(solid grey line) at the top and aerosol distribution (in units of particles.cm-1) according to their 
diameter (in nm) for Flight 5 at the down. 
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2.6 Correlation between species 

In this part, we are interesting to the correlation between species (CO-CH4, CO-CO2 and CO-

O3) to know the origin of some polluted events, recorded by the aircraft. By example, a high 

correlation is recorded between CO2 and CO when fossil fuel burning or between CO and 

CH4 during a biomass burning events. The value of regression slope coefficient is also a good 

indication to know the origin. 

Pearson and Kendall tau (ranking) correlation coefficient have been calculated for the entire 

campaign, for the five individual flights and for eleven special events defined by their date. 

Pearson coefficient, based on values, is more adapted for linear relationship of variables while 

Kendall tau, based on rank of values, is a correlation coefficient more adapted for non linear 

relationship. The values of calculated coefficients are given in Table 10 if p value is superior 

to 0.01.  The number “a” and N, corresponding respectively at the regression slope coefficient 

and the number of measurement taking account, are also given in Table 10. 

During the whole campaign, a strong correlation is recorded between CO and CH4 (R=0.77) 

with a regression slope coefficient of 0.08899 ppb CH4/ ppb CO. Globally, all the flights have 

strong CO-CH4 correlation with and the slopes range from 0.07 for Flight 2 to 2.8 ppb CH4 / 

ppb CO for Flight 1. This confirms the presence of many biomasses burning and their impact 

on the measurement. This overall correlation is interpreted as the sign of a predominant role 

of combustion processes for CH4 emissions across the campaign. No significant correlations 

are detected between CO-CO2 and CO-O3. 

However, the correlation over whole campaign (thousand km scale) does not consider the 

presence of very localized events (tens of km scale).  

Flight 1 presents a positive CO-CH4 correlation (R=0.69) and also a CO-CO2 anti-correlation 

(R=-0.72) with respectively regression slope coefficient of 0.28 ppb CH4/ ppb CO and -0.05 

ppm CO2/ ppb CO. PARIS ET AL. (2008) showed a high correlation between CO and CO2 in 

Spring but never correlation for summer flights due to additional sources and sinks for CO, 

which de-correlate CO and CO2 in the atmosphere (TURNBULL ET AL. 2006). The anti-

correlation could be explained by the stratospheric incursion observed during the flight and 

described on Section 2.3. However, no anti-correlation seems to take place.  

Flight 2 presents a strong CO-CH4 correlation (R=0.76) coupled with CO-CO2 correlation 

(R=0.62) while there is no significant CO-O3 correlation. During this flight, aircraft fly over 

large biomass burning area. This correlation suggests that biomass burning area is the source 

for these three species which are co-emitted during the flight.  

Two special events were observed (marks B and C on Figure 11). The first one occurs in 

lower altitude (850 m), over a biomass area burning (Figure 1). This events is noted “F2E1” 

on table. There are high CO-CH4 (R=0.84, T=0.75) and CO-CO2 (R=0.86, T= 0.62) 

correlations with slope coefficients near of those calculated for the entire whole. There is no 

correlation between CO and O3. These results indicate that the source of this polluted air mass 

is the biomass burning observed by satellite MODIS and flown by the aircraft. 
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The second events, noted “F2E2”, occurs in high altitude (8230 m). No significant 

correlations have been calculated between studied couple of species (R= 0.55 for CO-CH4 and 

R=0.50 for CO-CO2).   

 

Flight 3 is characterized by a high correlation (R=0.84, T=0.67) between CO and CH4 with a 

slope coefficient about 0.11 ppb CH4/ ppb CO and no other correlation. As described in 

Section 2.3, 4 polluted air masses near Yakutsk were observed during this flight (marks A, B, 

C and D on Figure 12). They are noted respectively “F3E1”, “F3E2”, “F3E3” and “F3E4”. 

F3E1 and F3E3 events both present correlation between CO and CO2 but CO and CH4 are 

also correlated (R=0.78) for F3E3. It seems that in the F3E1 case the polluted air mass has no 

source of biomass burning unlike to F3E3. The values of slope coefficient 

(0.007 ppm CO2/ ppb CO for F3E1 and 0.01 ppm CO2/ ppb CO for F3E2) suggest two 

different sources.  Nevertheless, the number of measurement taking account is low due to 

finer polluted air masses across by the aircraft.  

F3E2 have high CO-CH4 correlation (R=0.90), that suggest a contribution from biomass 

burning and no significant CO-CO2 correlation. For this event, a positive correlation (T=0.59) 

is observed between CO and O3. So, an ozone production seems to appear during the biomass 

burning. CO is a precursor of O3 due to its reaction with OH radical. Correlations calculated 

for F3E4 event are not significant even if a low correlation between CO and CH4 is recorded                            

(R=0.53) 

 

Flight 4 is the flight the cleanest compared to others. No very large peak of concentration has 

been observed.  Nevertheless a high CO-CH4 correlation (R= 0.87) is calculated. The flight 

can be separated in two events: only the first one has significant variations of CO and trace 

gases. They are noted respectively F4E1 and F4E2 on Table 10. Only a high CO-CH4 

correlation is calculated for F4E1 which indicates again a biomass burning source for CH4. 

 

Flight 5 is characterized by high CO-CH4 correlation (R=0.77) and more particularly for the 

“F5E1” event (corresponding to mark A on Figure 14) with a coefficient about 0.97 (and 

T=0.83). During this event (occurred in low altitude) a negative correlation is observed 

between CO and O3 (T=-0.57) with a slope coefficient about – 0.01 ppb O3 / ppb CO. Sources 

of this event seems to be biomass burning but contrary to F3E2 a loose of Ozone. 

F5E2 presents also a high CO-CH4 correlation (R=0.75). This event occurs at the end of the 

flight when aircraft arrived at Novosibirsk. The associated slope coefficient is similar to the 

event F4E1 with 0.71 ppb CH4/ ppb CO which is one of the steepest observed slope 

coefficients CH4 relative to CO  
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Events Date (UTC) CO/CH4           
(ppb/ppb) 

CO /CO2        
(ppb/ppm) 

CO/O3       
(ppb/ppb) 

YAK 
2012-07-31 to 2012-08-

01 02:27:43-10:34:53 

R=0.77 R=0.25 R= -0.16 

T=0.59  T= -0.017  T=-0.16 

a=0.08899 a=0.00527 a=-0.01576 

N=7816 N= 7817 N=7875 

F1 
2012-07-31               

02:57:43-04:20:16 

R=0.69 R= -0.72 R=-0.18 

T=0.57 T=-0.54 T=-0.05 

a=0.27844 a=-0.04702 a=-0.05703 

N=747 N=748 N=806 

F2 
2012-07-31                 

05:44:06-09:02:46 

R=0.76 R=0.62 R=-0.20 

T=0.51 T=0.15 T= -0.28 

a=0.06808 a=0.00781 a= -0.01604 

N=2027 N=2027 N=2027 

F2E1 
2012-07-31              

06:54:12-07:04:05 

R=0.84 R=0.86 R=0.48 

T=0.75 T=0.62 T=0.39 

a=0.07751 a=0.00863 a=0.00699 

N=120 N=120 N=120 

F2E2 
2012-07-31                

07:58:36-08:02:29 

R=0.55 R=0.50 R=0.42 

T=0.52 T=0.34 T=0.28 

a=0.05251 a=0.00732 a=0.0333 

N=44 N=44 N=44 

F3 
2012-07-31                

05:44:06-09:02:46 

R=0.84 R=0.12 R=-0.18 

T=0.67 T=-0.23 T=-0.22 

a=0.10588 a=0.0015 a=-0.01586 

N=1476 N=1476 N=1476 

F3E1 
2012-07-31                 

12:32:55-12:35:24 

R=0.37 R=0.66 R = - 

T= - T=0.46 T= 0.30 

a=0.02225 a=0.00694 a=0.00929 

N=28 N=28 N=28 

F3E2 
2012-07-31                

12:35:25-12:52:46 

R=0.90 R=0.39 R=0.77 

T=0.77 T=0.39 T=0.59 

a=0.08305 a=0.004 a=0.01693 

N=201 N=201 N=201 

F3E3 
2012-07-31                

12:55:44-12:57:44 

R=0.78 R=0.78 R=0.54 

T=0.27 T=0.53 T=0.37 

a=0.11698 a=0.00999 a=0.02127 

N=22 N=22 N=22 

F3E4 
2012-07-31                    

13:29:13-13:38:07 

R=0.53 R=0.19 R=0.17 

T=0.48 T= - T= - 

a=0.07637 a=0.00229 a=0.00808 

N=108 N=108 N=108 
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F4 
2012-08-01                  

03:34:38-06:49:48 

R=0.87 R=0.20 R=-0.12 

T=0.50 T= -0.09 T= -0.18 

a=0.20356 a=0.0116 a= -0.02683 

N=1988 N=1988 N=1988 

F4E1 
2012-08-01                     

03:40:47-04:53:46 

R=0.71 R= -0.41 R= -0.27 

T=0.55 T= -0.32 T= -0.18 

a=0.20748 a=-0.03494 a= -0.09648 

N=753 N=753 N=753 

F4E2 
2012-08-01                    

04:57:03-06:47:51 

R=0.48 R= -0.25 R= -0.40 

T=0.33 T= -0.20 T= -0.26 

a=0.17825 a= -0.05348 a= -0.47107 

N=1161 N=1161 N=1161 

F5 
2012-08-01                      

04:04:22-10:34:53 

R=0.77 R=0.25 R= -0.16 

T=0.59 T= -0.02 T=-0.16 

a=0.08899 a=0.00527 a= -0.01576 

N=7816 N=7817 N=7875 

F5E1 
2012-08-01                   

08:56:23-09:13:51 

R=0.97 R=0.20 R=-0.62 

T= 0.83 T= - T= -0.57 

a=0.08549 a=0.00176 a= -0.01119 

N=167 N=167 N=167 

F5E2 
2012-08-01                    

10:11:37-10:34:53 

R=0.75 R=0.31 R=0.45 

T=0.56 T=0.12 T= - 

a=0.20617 a=0.0195 a=0.12461 

N=245 N=245 N=245 

Table 10: Correlations between species. “YAK” refers to entire campaign, “F” refers to the flight 
and “E” refers to event. “R” refers to Pearson correlation coefficient; “T” refers to Kendall 
correlation coefficient, “a” refers to slope coefficient and N refers to the number of measurement.  
Results are not given if p_value > 0.01 and replaced by “-“ 
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3. Interpretations and discussions 

To further analyze our observations, we use a semi-lagrangian particle dispersion model, 

called FLEXPART (see STOHL ET AL.,2003). In this study we used the 8.23 version. We used 

the ECMWF data for meteorological fields with a spatial resolution of 1°x1° and 91 vertical 

levels.   The aim of this model is to simulate the dispersion of atmospheric particles from 

sources or receptors. In our case, we use the backward mode (particles traveling backward in 

time from a receptor to potential sources) in order to ‘connect’ our measurements to potential 

sources at the surface of the Earth and to have a more qualitative approach of their 

contributions. We defined release points every 0.2° of the aircraft displacement. Throughout 

the important peaks of trace gases recorded on Flight 2 (F2E1 event, mark B on Figure 11), 

we detail briefly the three steps on Flexpart allowing the interpretation. In next parts we will 

focus on interpretation of some interesting events recorded during the campaign. 

  3.1 Case of F2E1 event: pollution by wildfires at low altitude 

3.1.1 Retro trajectories of particles  

High values of CO2 (432 ppm), CO (3921 ppb), CH4 (2367 ppb) and aerosols were recorded 

between 0654 and 0705 UTC the 31
st
 July in the lower troposphere (1200 m). Satellite 

observations of MODIS detected an important area of wildfire (visible on Figure 1), so we 

can hypothesize an influence of these fires on our measurements. We identified the release 

point which is the closest. So this point is the receptor and Flexpart model releases 2000 

particles every hours over 10 days period and calculate on the one side the meaning 

trajectories of the particles (solid line on Figure 25) and on the other the 5 daily cluster 

average position for each day. Cluster representing less of 10% were considered as noise and 

deleted.  So, the trajectory can be estimated in space and time. In Figure 25, we can see that 

this air mass was stuck over Siberia in lower altitude (under ABL), consistent with 

anticyclone conditions during this campaign,  allowing accumulation of trace gases on air 

mass from potential sources in this area.  

Figure 25: Retro plume of polluted air mass during the Flight 2 (E2). Solid grey line represents the 
transect of aircraft.  The colored solid line represents the meaning trajectory of air mass while the 
circle represents the cluster position. Their sizes are proportional to their importance. Colors give 
the altitude and the number the day before the releasing point (black cross). 
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The FLEXPART model calculates the fraction of particles coming from ABL and  from 

stratosphere at each time steps. In our case, Figure 26 shows us an important fraction from 

ABL into composition of air mass,  especialy the day before(~60%)  the passage of the 

aircraft. It is consistent with the low altitude of the aircraft  but it is interesting because local 

emission are first mixed in ABL  before being injected in altitude possibly through a Warm 

Conveyor Belt (WCB) or pyroconvection and to be transported  in the free troposphere.   

 
Figure 26 : Altitude of the trajectory model (black line) with altitude of cluster (green point) every 
days (Down). Fraction of ABL air mass (Middle) and fraction of stratosphere air mass (down). 

 

3.1.2 Potential Emission Sensitivity (PES) 

 

The Potential Emission Sensitivity, calculated by FLEXPART, consists to estimate the likely 

areas where potential sources (or emissions) would influence observations downwind at the 

receptor (here the aircraft). The word ‘potential’ indicates that this sensitivity is based on 

transport ignoring actual sources as well as removal process that would reduce the sensitivity. 

The value of the PES (in units of s) in a particular grid cell is proportional to the residence 

time of particles in this cell. In our case we choose a spatial resolution of 0.5°*0.5° with three 

levels (500, 2500m and 12000m) of altitude. Like for retro trajectory, we simulated the retro 

plume over 10 day’s period before the campaign.  
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Figure 27 (top) gives the retro plume for the air column corresponding at the integration of 

concentration over 12 000 meters of altitude. It represents the potential source of emission 

seen by an observatory placed at this point.  PES area is spread from the release point to the 

East with more of 2000 s close to the measure point.  However, locally emissions have an 

impact in the low altitude. In free troposphere, air mass were transported and can have been 

impacted by several sources (gain and loose) and by chemical reaction during transport (due 

to meteorological conditions or reactions with other species).  

So, footprint PES is more interesting to estimate the sources at the ground. There are several 

approaches to define footprint. We assume a footprint which integrates a column air 

corresponding at the height of ABL, defined at 2500m of altitude.  The result of footprint PES 

is done by the Figure 26 (down). The shape is globally the same as for air column but values 

of PES are different.  On the map, the green points represent the positions of local fires 

detected by APIFLAME model over central Siberia. An important number of wildfires are in 

the PES area, especially below the aircraft position (black cross).  

Aircraft passed above the maximum PES for this release point (with high value of PES), this 

explains the high concentrations of traces gases (see Figure 11). As we seen in Section 2.5, 

10 ug.m
-3

 of black carbon concentration have been recorded and increase of particles 

emissions have been highlight for this event. It is consistent with the PES footprint simulation 

and the important sources at this location. The CO-CH4 and CO-CO2 correlations confirm 

this. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 27 : PES the entire air column (12 000m) (top) and the footprint PES (down) for 
F2E1 event. Colors represent the total residence time (units of s) over 10 day’s period 
before campaign. Black cross represent the release point. Green points represent 
biomass burning position detected by APIFLAME model. 
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   3.1.3 Simulation of emissions and contributions of sources 

Multiplying the PES by inventory of emissions, we simulate emissions from local sources and 

we can compare simulations to the measurements. In fact, for each release point, the total 

residence time of particles in each cell of the grid (defined at 0.5°*0.5°*2500 m) are 

multiplying by flux of emission for different species. These fluxes are given by different 

inventories. Due to anticyclone conditions, we focus on regional sources. Two inventories are 

used: EDGAR which is the inventory of anthropogenic emission (v 4.2 for CO emission based 

of the 2008 year and FT for CH4 and CO2 based of the 2010 year) at the Earth surface (spatial 

resolution about 0.1°*0.1°), and APIFLAME which is an inventory of biomass burning 

emission. Thus at each point of release, a simulated concentrations of species is calculated 

and the different inventories allow a qualitative estimation of anthropogenic and wildfires 

contribution. 

 

Figure 28: Measured ΔCO (black line) and simulated Δ CO (anthropogenic in blue and biomass 
burning, cumulative filled areas) for Flight 2. F2E1 and F2E2 marks represent the studied events.  

Globally, the model sees the peak (i.e F2E1) of measured ΔCO (ΔCO=COmeasured – 

CObackground), even if it is lightly shifted, probably due to the position of release point which is 

F2E1 F2E2 
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not at the exactly place where maximum concentration was measured (mark F2E1 on 

Figure 28). CO is a tracer of pollution and the results given by the Figure 28 confirm that 

pollution air mass come from local source of biomass burning with a factor 100 between the 

CO coming from biomass burning and anthropogenic CO. The simulations for CH4 and CO2 

(given respectively in Appendix 29 and Appendix 30) detected also the high concentrations 

and the major contribution from biomass burning sources. CO, CH4 and CO2 seem to be co-

emitted; this is confirmed by the correlations. 

   3.1.4 Transport during the campaign 

The day after, the aircraft crossed the polluted air mass recorded in Flight 2 (F2E1 event, 

mark A on Figure 14). The retro trajectory calculated by the model shows that this air mass 

(F5E1) comes from the place where the peak at low altitude was measured and studied here. 

The PES footprint seems to indicate localized source between the area of fire on the north and 

the point of release.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 29 : Retro trajectory of polluted air mass F5E1. (TOP) Solid grey line represents the transect of 
aircraft.  The colored solid line represents the meaning trajectory of air mass while the circle 
represents the cluster position. Their sizes are proportional to their importance. Colors give the 
altitude and the number the day before the releasing point (black cross).  

Footprint PES for F5E1 event (DOWN). Colors represent the total residence time (units of s) over 10 
day’s period before campaign. Black cross represent the release point. Green points represent 
biomass burning positions detected by APIFLAME model.  
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These maps show the same source as for F2E1 and a major contribution from biomass 

burning for the F5E1 event. The simulations of CO and CO2 concentrations given on 

Figure 30 show a better anthropogenic/biomass burning ratio contribution for CO2 sources. 

Based on value of correlation slope coefficients, it seems that is the same sources as F2E1 for 

the emissions of CH4 but there is no correlation between CO and CO2.  It is due to the strong 

absorption of CO2 by Taiga with ΔCO2= -5ppm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thus, the model reproduces the F5E1 event which is the same polluted air mass as F2E1. But 

the no correlation CO-CO2 (and the results of simulations) indicates an additional sink of CO2 

at this place or during the travel between the localizations of F2E1 and F5E2 events. These 

results are interesting because they show that CO2 emissions from biomass burning can be 

uptake by the forest during the day and have not impact on the atmosphere if we are in 

anticyclone conditions. Simulations for methane are given in Appendix 31. 

3.2 Pollution a high altitude 

In the Flight 2, the aircraft across a polluted air mass at 8200 m of altitude (mark C on Figure 

11, F2E2 event on Table 4). Unlike the precedent case study, we can’t make relationship with 

local sources at this place at the ground. Fewer fires are detected directly under aircraft but 

important areas are observed at the East of Yakutsk (see Figure 1).  High values of CO 

(958 ppb) and O3 (143 ppb) are recorded. As we seen in part 2.5, we don’t observe NPF 

process for aerosol but an increase of concentration for particles with diameter superior to 

500nm, supposing an air mass relatively aged. The black carbon concentration is higher than 

the background but less important than in E2 event. The concentration of BC decreases with 

Figure 30 :  Measured ΔCO (Δ CO2) (black line) and simulated Δ CO (Δ CO2) (anthropogenic in blue and 
biomass burning, cumulative filled areas) at left (right) for Flight 5.  

F5E1 

F5E1 
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the distance. We have low CO-CH4 (R=0.55) and CO-CO2 (R=0.50 but few point of 

measurement) correlations but not correlation CO-O3. 

The retro trajectory given by FLEXPART model shows that air mass arrived in high altitude 

ten days before the campaign and still stuck over Siberia (and southern of release point). Due 

to its higher altitude (7000-11000m), the local pollution has a minor impact of it. We can see 

a contribution of 20% of stratosphere in this air mass between seven and ten days before, this 

can explain the high ozone values. PES footprint confirms the low contribution of local 

sources with a maximum (about 60 s) East-southern close to the Baikal. Few fires are 

localized in PES area excluding a biomass burning impact. 

The minor impact of regional sources ca no’t be explained by anthropogenic activities 

because model calculated only a contribution from biomass burning for CO and CO2 (see 

Figure 28 and Appendix 30). So, we can assume that this pollution is not local and come from 

away.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 31 : Flexpart model for E3 event.  

At the top, retro plume of polluted air mass during the Flight 2 (E2) :Solid grey line represents the transect of 
aircraft.  The colored solid line represents the meaning trajectory of air mass while the circle represents the 
cluster position. Their sizes are proportional to their importance. Colors give the altitude and the number the day 
before the releasing point (black cross).  

At the left down the fraction of stratosphere air mass in the trajectory over 10 days period before the campaign.  

At the right down, footprint PES over 10days period before the campaign. Colors represent the concentration in 
units of s.kg-1 and black cross represents the release point. 
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3.3 Origin of pollution detected  over Yakutsk  

 

Aircraft passed four times over Yakutsk area (marks A, B, C and D on Figure 12: F3E1, 

F3E2, F3E3 and F3E4 events on Table 4) during Flight 3. The aircraft likely sampled the 

same polluted air mass. Results give interesting information with strong concentration of trace 

gases (more of 800 ppb of CO). Simultaneously, NPF may explain size distribution of 

nanoparticles while high measures of BC (1 µg.m
-3

 against 0.04 to 0.05 µg.m
-3

 for the 

background level) are recorded for the four events. The correlations between trace gases do 

not give the same information (see Section 2.6) between the four events due to the few 

measurement points for F3E1 and F3E2.   

Aircraft flew around 3000 m altitude and thus the measures can be impacted by ABL.  Figure 

32 represents the air fraction from ABL in air mass and retro trajectory for F3E4.  These 

figures are similar for F3E1, F3E2 and F3E3 events. Figure 32 shows us a negligible fraction 

of ABL air mass. The both retro trajectories indicate that we are in anticyclone conditions. Air 

mass stagnated on very small place during 4 days below 3000 m of altitude, allowing a 

mixing ratio of the air.  This is consistent with the previous results. It confirms the presence of 

very local emission close to Yakutsk.  

 

Figure 32:  (LEFT) altitude of the trajectory model (black line) with altitude of cluster (green point) 
every day (top). Fraction of ABL air mass (middle) and stratosphere air mass (down).  
(RIGHT) Retro trajectory of polluted air mass during the Flight 3 (F3E4 event) Solid grey line 
represents the transect of aircraft.  The colored solid line represents the meaning trajectory of air 
mass while the circle represents the cluster position. Their sizes are proportional to their 
importance. Colors give the altitude and the number the day before the releasing point (black cross 

The interest of this event is to know the origins of the sources, if they are many sources or one 

and same source. On the map Figure1 we can see the presence of many wildfires at the East of 

Yakutsk. Yakutsk is also an important industrial city. The map of PES footprint (see 

Figure 33) confirms the much localized character of these events. Compared to the previous 

case studies seen before (Section 3.1 and 3.2) we can note the “small” area of PES footprint 

with very high values of concentrations (maximum of 600 s for E1 and E3 and more of 6000 s 

for E2 and E4). The differences of the PES values can be explained by the height of the ABL 

because F3E1 and F3E3 are the events in the highest altitude compared to F3E2 and F3E4 
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events. So F3E1 and F3E3 can be recorded just above ABL while F3E2 and F3E4 are 

recorded just below ABL.   

Figure 33: Footprint PES for the 4 events of Flight 3. Colors represent the residence time of 

particles (in units of s) over 10 day’s period before campaign. Black cross represent the release 

point 

The simulations for CO, CO2 (Figure 34) and CH4 (Appendix 41) give a major and quasi 

exclusive contribution from biomass burning. However, we can note a contribution less 

important than for F2E1 because aircraft do not fly above the core of biomass burning area, 

unlike in event F2E1. Anthropogenic activities of Yakutsk seem to have no contribution for 

these four events, at least they are covered by biomass burning emissions. 

 

Figure 34: Measured ΔCO (Δ CO2) (black line) and simulated Δ CO (Δ CO2) (anthropogenic in blue and 
biomass burning, cumulative filled areas) at left (right) for Flight 3.  
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Conclusion: 
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